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Abstract: Based on an exploratory research, this study highlights the role of pure rural entrepreneurship towards rural development of an inland and mountainous area of Portugal—Montemuro. Thanks to the Institute of Cultural Affairs and the energy of the rural communities, some people of the rural area have been stimulated thirty years ago to develop endogenous, entrepreneurial and innovative initiatives in the countryside. The benefits of all these rural entrepreneurial and endogenous initiatives are visible nowadays. Some villages of the rural area have more people, socio-economic dynamics were revitalize and some job opportunities were created. Therefore, in a context of depopulation and crisis of peripheral and interior areas, our study demonstrates that rural entrepreneurship and innovation based on endogenous resources are key for the welfare of the rural society.
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1. Introduction

The so-called less favoured areas, mostly inland and mountain, face similar challenges that call for innovative answers (Fink, Lang, & Richter, 2017; Pato & Teixeira, 2016). Comparative to urban centres such areas suffer from low economic productivity and lack of jobs people (Fink et al., 2017). It is not surprising, therefore, that depopulation remains the dominant demographic trend, especially amongst the younger and economically active groups, apart of an older and aging population (Ecorys, 2010). Many of these areas are in danger of abandonment because they have low productivity of the natural environment (EC, 2013).

In this context, on the one hand, great hope is place in rural entrepreneurship. Indeed, rural entrepreneurship have emerged as one of the most potential tools for inducing the development of rural areas (Dinis, 2006; Korsgaard, Müller, & Tanvig, 2015; Pato & Teixeira, 2016, 2018). It is even more important, how much fewer opportunities, people in these areas have. The concept of rural entrepreneurship suggests that it is a form of endogenous entrepreneurship which has to do with the social-spatial dimension of the rural and adds something-extra to rural communities (Korsgaard, Müller, et al., 2015). On the other hand, due to globalization processes which introduce new networks of global interconnectivity (Woods & McDonagh, 2011), a lot of entrepreneurial opportunities have emerged in rural areas, including an increased demand for recreational and rural amenities (Pato & Teixeira, 2016; Stathopoulou, Psaltopoulos, & Skuras, 2004). In fact, globalization is a general influence in restructuring rural areas in Europe and elsewhere, and as such presents both challenges and opportunities for rural development (Woods & McDonagh, 2011).

Aware of this reality, the European Union (EU) considers rural entrepreneurship as a key component of the EU’s Europe 2020 strategy for smart, sustainable and inclusive growth in Europe’s rural areas (Pato, 2016; Strano et al., 2012).

Despite keen interest in rural entrepreneurship and the emergence of interesting surveys on the issue (McElwee & Smith, 2014; Pato & Teixeira, 2016), with some exceptions (e.g. Korsgaard, Müller, et al., 2015; Pato & Teixeira, 2018), very few studies look into the nature, characteristics and benefits of “pure rural entrepreneurship”, mainly in peripheral areas. Therefore, this study focuses on the role of rural entrepreneurship towards the development of an inland and mountainous area of Portugal—Montemuro and the key of rural and social innovation in the process. Thanks to the initiative of the Institute of Cultural Affairs (ICA) who was in the area more than thirty years ago, some people have been stimulated to develop endogenous, entrepreneurial and innovative initiatives in their rural communities.

Using a case study approach, the work uses the information collected by interviews done to the most notorious entrepreneurs of the region, who maintain the initiatives alive.

The benefits of all these rural entrepreneurial and endogenous initiatives are visible nowadays in Montemuro. Some villages have more people, socio-economic dynamics are revitalize, some job opportunities are created for local people and the name of Montemuro is communicate nationally and internationally.

The paper consists of four sections after the introduction. In literature review, we explore the meaning of rural entrepreneurship and the importance of innovation in rural
entrepreneurship. After this, section 3 presents the case study and methodological procedures. The results of the study and its discussion are presented in Section 4. Finally, in the end section, the main conclusions, limitations, as well as the study’s contribution to knowledge and practice, are presented.

2. The meaning of rural entrepreneurship and innovation

2.1 Rural entrepreneurship

In a context of scarce human and financial resources typical of rural areas (Pato & Kastenholz, 2017), entrepreneurship is nowadays considered a vital mechanism in creating economic activity and growth in the rural space, and therefore a mechanism towards regional and rural development (Baumgartner, Pütz, & Seidl, 2013; Baumgartner, Schulz, & Seidl, 2013; Korsgaard, Ferguson, & Gaddehors, 2015; OECD, 2006; Pato & Teixeira, 2018). Additionally, these areas can be places of diverse entrepreneurial activities both within traditional-based activities and non-traditional industries, due to a wide range of valuable and place-based or localised resources.

The seminal work of Wortman Jr. (1990) refers to rural entrepreneurship as “the creation of a new organization that introduces a new product, serves or creates a new market, or utilizes a new technology in a rural environment” (Wortman Jr., 1990, p. 330). This concept follows the concept of innovation presented by Schumpeter (1934), but adds a new variable—the rural space. However, this study, does not go much further in terms of the implications in the rural economy and space. Indeed, almost thirty years since the publication of Wortman’s pioneering work (1990), rural entrepreneurship continues to be observed as the creation and development of enterprises in rural areas (see Deller, Kures, & Conroy, 2019; Yu & Artz, 2018). Moreover, rural enterprises are often defined as those (enterprises) located in the countryside with the entrepreneurial potential of generating rural progress (Chege & Wang, 2020).

However, whilst some enterprises are only located in rural areas (‘entrepreneurship in rural areas’), others are ‘pure’ forms of rural entrepreneurship (‘rural entrepreneurship’) (Pato & Teixeira, 2018). The problem is that often studies do not recognize the increasing diversity of entrepreneurial activities in rural areas, and diminish the fact that rural entrepreneurial activities can exist in the rural space in a diversity of forms (Korsgaard, Müller, et al., 2015). In ‘entrepreneurship in rural areas’, rural attributes might merely describe the rural environment in which entrepreneurial activities take place, while in ‘rural entrepreneurship’ rural attributes might shape the entrepreneurial process itself (Baumgartner, Schulz, et al., 2013). Here, the entrepreneurs are not simply present in a spatial rural context—they are embedded in the place, in the sense that they have a strong understanding of the resources in the local rural context, and how to access these resources in a better and sustainable way (Korsgaard, Ferguson, et al., 2015). In this sense, it is fundamental to recognise, that whilst several ventures in the rural are really rural, since they present ‘pure rural characteristics’, others only appear more or less casually in the rural space (Baumgartner, Schulz, et al., 2013; Pato & Teixeira, 2016, 2018).

‘Rural entrepreneurship’ as it is conceptualised here, involves particular engagement with the place and is rooted in its economic and social environment through resource use (Korsgaard, Müller, et al., 2015). Based on this concept, rural entrepreneurship involves
new combinations of endogenous resources that creates value for the entrepreneur and the rural community (Korsgaard, Müller, et al., 2015). Furthermore, rural entrepreneurship implies straightaway the participation on local people and their knowledge in the process of entrepreneurship. For this reason, this type of entrepreneurship is connected with the rural place and its material and immaterial resources. Rural entrepreneurship can not be located in a different place without losing all or part of its nature, due precisely to local embeddedness (Korsgaard, Müller, et al., 2015; Müller & Korsgaard, 2018).

Thus, it is understandable that not all the entrepreneurs who operate and manage a venture in rural areas are rural entrepreneurs in a strict sense (Pato & Teixeira, 2018). A rural entrepreneur is someone who is embedded in the rural space (Akgün, Nijkamp, Baycan, & Brons, 2010), and make use of the strong local networks and sense of community (Müller & Korsgaard, 2018). In turn, this explains (at least partially) that many rural entrepreneurs are less motivated (mainly) by monetary benefits, being motives tightly connected to the well-being of the place and community (Korsgaard, Müller, et al., 2015).

2.2 Rural Innovation

In rural areas the shift from sectoral to territorial rural development strategies as a result of socioeconomic structural change resulted in a stronger focus on neoendogeneous strategies and practices (Labianca & Valverde, 2019; Neumeier, 2012). The fundamental issue in these strategies is no longer the capacity of the region to attract foreign enterprises but its capacity to internally generate the conditions of transformation of its own productive structures (Dinis, 2006). Furthermore, if the area is to benefit from the economic exploitation of its own resources, it must be done by people that belong to the territory (Dinis, 2006) and by mobilising actors where participation not only concentrate on sustaining traditions but may led to social, economic and cultural renewal (Neumeier, 2012). It is principally the development of sustainable structures and organizations that one the one hand enable innovation and creativity in the rural territory and on the other hand promote the rural space outdoor in a way that these entrepreneurs become ambassadors (Pato & Teixeira, 2018). In fact, with the emphasis being placed upon endogenous development coupled with the need for alternative economic practices (due to the crisis in agrarian activities), a significant body of literature has explored the emergence of rural innovation as a new economic trajectory for rural areas. The suggestion is that engaging in entrepreneurial behaviours and creating rural business holds the key to their sustainable growth (Alsos, Ljunggren, & Hytti, 2013; Fhlatharta & Farrell, 2017). In this context, it is not surprising that the concept (rural innovation) has become a key facet within political discourse (Fhlatharta & Farrell, 2017; Navarro et al., 2018).

Innovation—as an ingredient that promotes differentiation, change and/or exclusivity—will create a dominant power in the market, allowing superior and considerable advantages for rural business (Dinis, 2006; Tunney, 2015). In fact born from the stems of traditional innovation theory (see Schumpeter, 1934), Mahroum et al (2007, p. 6) observe rural innovation as the introduction of something new (a novel change) to economic or social life in rural areas which adds new economic or social value to rural life. In this sense, it is understandable that the process of rural innovation should involve a plurality of actors, the active participation of local stakeholders and collaborative actions (Brunori
et al., 2007; Labianca, De Rubertis, Belliggianno, Salento, & Navarro, 2020). Therefore, in our opinion, rural innovation and social innovation are two interconnected concepts. As refereed by Neumeier (2012, 2017) social innovation deals with changes of attitudes, behaviour or perceptions of a group of people joined in a network of aligned interests that lead to some kind of tangible improvement for the actors involved or even beyond. In other words, adds new economic or social value to the rural community (the purpose of rural innovation). It is divided into the 3 following phases (Neumeier, 2012, 2017): problematization (an individual or an initial group identifies a problem and a need and seeks a solution); expression of interest (other actors are added, seeing an advantage in this cooperation); delineation and coordination (a new collaborative form and development strategy is born).

As aforementioned, Joseph Schumpeter (1934) was one of the first to address rural innovation, although indirectly. In his theory of ‘creative destruction’ he observed innovation as the: i) introduction of a new good; ii) introduction of a new method of production; iii) open a new market; iv) utilisation of a new source of supply; v) creation of some new organisational forms in the industry (Schumpeter, 1934). Although nowadays researchers conceptualize innovation in a variety of ways, the Schumpeter’s idea of innovation remains valid and influences various works (see Dinis, 2006; Madureira, Gamito, Ferreira, & Portela, 2013; OECD & Eurostat, 2005; OECD/Eurostat, 2018; Rosenbusch, Brinckmann, & Bausch, 2011). For instance, Navarro et al. (2018, p. 109) see it as significant changes to improve the product, process, marketing or the organization to get better results from a company or a territory. If in other times these changes are applied through new knowledge and technologies (OECD & Eurostat, 2005) the contemporary form of innovation has begun to move beyond technological advancement and is now more frequently viewed as a process of improvement and change (Fhlatharta & Farrell, 2017, p. 16).

3. Case study presentation and methodological procedure

3.1 A brief note of less favoured areas and the case study presentation

As in many rural areas in Europe, the Portuguese Countryside is often confronted with the poor viability of farms (Ramos, 2013), few jobs opportunities and distance from markets and services. Therefore, mainly in remote and peripheral rural areas of Portugal the outmigration of young, more highly educated people, a declining and ageing population is a constant.

To try to combat such trends and bear in mind the sustainable rural development of such areas, the European Commission (EC) has earmarked so-called less-favoured areas (LFAs) in its policy framework for special assistance. Namely the Regulation EC’ 1257/99 has integrated in LFA the mountain areas (article 18), other less-favoured areas (article 19), and areas affected by specific handicaps (article 20). Altogether 86,6% of Portugal’s agricultural area falls into LFAs, of which 30.8% in mountainous areas (Ramos, 2013).

According the Portuguese recent legislation (Portaria 5/2019) all Montemuro area, which encompasses five municipalities of the north-west of Portugal (Arouca, Cinfães, Resende, Castro Daire and Lamego) is classified as a less favoured areas, specifically a mountain area.
Castro Daire municipality, where examples of pure rural entrepreneurial initiatives take place, is a municipality with 16 parishes and a population density of only 40.4 inhabitants/km² (INE, 2012). In this municipality, traditionally familiar agriculture has been the main economic activity. As many other rural and remote municipalities of the Portuguese countryside, Castro Daire suffers with the declining and ageing of its population.

This fact influences the availability of educational and other public services and the quality and density of many infrastructure, which are scarce. Problems are also evident in terms of employment opportunities and decline of agriculture. Moreover, the unemployment rate is high (near of 11%) and affects mostly the female population, with an unemployment rate of 14% (INE, 2012).

Despite these constraints, thanks to the power of population and endogenous resources, the municipality has some of the most rich pure rural entrepreneurship initiatives of the mountain area and (maybe of) the country. They operate in the manufacture of fashion clothes based on endogenous resources (“Capuchinhas do Montemuro”, “Lançadeiras do Picão” and “Cooperativa de Artesãos do Montemuro”), local and traditional culture (“Teatro Regional da Serra do Montemuro”) and production of aromatic and medicinal plants in an organic way (“Ervital”).

3.2 Methodological Procedure

This work uses a case study approach. Case studies, in general, are the preferred way to do research when "how" or "why" questions are being posed, and when the focus is on a contemporary phenomenon within some real life context (Yin, 2009).

The case study implies the use of different information sources. Besides documental analysis, field observation and semi-structured interviews, were used. The interviews targeted three local group of entrepreneurs/actors of the region (“Capuchinhas do Montemuro”, “Teatro Regional do Montemuro” and “Ervital”). These case studies were chosen because on the on hand all they are examples of pure rural initiatives and on the other hand they are the most notorious initiatives in the area (Pato, Breda, & Figueiredo, 2015).

The guidelines for the interviews were based on the literature review concerning rural entrepreneurship and innovation. In order to identify the main discourse of the rural entrepreneurs, the interviews were tap-recorded, transcribed and subject to content analysis. In fact, the objective in this (qualitative) content analysis is to systematically transform a volume of text into an organised and concise summary of key results (Erlingsson & Brysiewicz, 2017). More precisely, the initial step begun with the reading of each interview to get a sense of the whole, e.i., to gain a general understanding of what the entrepreneurs were talking about. Then, the text were divided into smaller parts or units, being these ones associated to labels: rural entrepreneurship, rural innovation and social innovation, and so on. The interviewees are identified in the next section with the letter E (entrepreneur), followed by the interview number.
In the analysis of these entrepreneurial cases, special attention was given to the stages of social innovation suggested by Neumeier (2012, 2017): problematisation, expression of interest and delineation and coordination.

4. Results and discussion

4.1 Results

Taking advantage of endogenous resources, local and traditional knowledge some people of Castro Daire municipality, approximately four decades ago, have been stimulated to improve their life conditions. The stimulus was given by ICA, which was established in the area of Montemuro in the eighties. This international association called volunteers from all over the world to work in poor geographic areas. Its purpose was to alleviate the needs of rural communities, characterised by subsistence farming, high male migration, female unemployment and lack of housing, sanitation and health (Rocha, 2015).

Specifically in Castro Daire municipality ICA was able to i) gather some women to work together in the production of fashion and home textile products through training courses; ii) organize some men to work in theater festivals embedded in local traditions and; iii) encourage the production of biological and therefore more qualitative farming products.

A group of women artisans in Campo Benfeito village (Gosende parish) was one of the first rural entrepreneurship initiative to appear. Their initiative began in 1985, as a result of the effort of the aforementioned Institute, which, following a sequence of training courses, was able to prepare this group of women to work together in the creation of home textile and fashion weaving pieces, based on local traditions and materials—flax, wool and burel (Dinis, 2006; Pato et al., 2015). In 1987, these women created officially the firm with the designation “Capuchinhas do Montemuro”, a brand inspired by the “Capucha” that is the traditional brown cape of the mountain area of Montemuro. These are resilient women with a strong desire to live in their rural communities:

“The idea of Capuchins came up here because we wanted to live here, we were born here, the land is poor, it doesn't give much, but we wanted to do anything that would let us live and earn money here, without needing to go outside” (E1).

Some years later, due to some fiscal issues, these women/local actors have converted the firm into a cooperative with the same name (“Capuchinhas do Montemuro”). Presently, the cooperative works with four women, all of the village. They create original and innovative pieces of elegant and fashionable clothing, but also pieces with a strong identity of the Montemuro area. Nowadays these women have inclusively the support of a stylist who helps them in the confection of these original products:

“We are careful to always have a stylist every year to have innovation and not to let this work die (...) we want to keep it until we can work, and if it is still possible continue with our followers (...)” (E1).

Because the work of “Capuchinhas” is a noticeable example of creativity and resilience, in 2007, they inclusively received the international prize for Women’s Creativity in Rural Life, created by the Women’s World Summit Foundation (WWSF), with headquarters in Geneva (Switzerland).
Nowadays the benefits of such rural entrepreneurship are clear—socio-economic dynamics were revitalize and the community have pride in this initiative: “The people here in the village really like our existence, they take great pride in our work (...) they say that, without us, currently the village would have disappeared” (E1).

Another successful rural entrepreneurship initiative is also located in Campo Benfeito village—“Teatro Regional da Serra do Montemuro”. The theatre company began its activity in the nineties through the contact of an English volunteer of ICA with academic training in theatre studies and the young men of the village. Like the above example, this group of actors wanted to do something different and contribute to the dinamization of the community:

“We worked the moment and the possibility that we were doing something different and dreaming. That was one of the reasons that led us to participate and to insist (...) (...) the community grasped the project so well that it was the need that arose, immediately afterwards, to give” (E2).

Between 1990 and 1995, based on a work around local stories, popular culture and local heritage, the young men/actors of Campo Benfeito village in articulation with ICA present a series of spectacles. Above all, what distinguishes the company from so many other in the country, is its rural character:

"We are from here, we try to build a set of stories very based on this universe, in this rural world (...) this makes the difference in relation to other projects, we can carry our traditions (...) look a little bit at this side of rurality of the area” (E2).

In 1995, "Lobo-Wolf" premiered in England and presented in the International Theatre Festival in Tondela (a nearby city in Portugal that have tradition in theatre festivals), allowing the rural company, until then with more amateur features, “to jump”. Indeed, faced with the excellent criticism, the company decided to seek help in the “Secretary of State of National Culture” in Portugal.

“(...) in 95 “Lobo Wolf” show was born—it was the first show at a professional level, and because it had an international dimension and an extraordinary impact, some institutions, such as the Association of Cultural and Recreational Association of Tondela (ACERT) told us to ask help to the national Portuguese state” (E2).

Nowadays, it works with six people, mainly from the village. They produce several theatre festivals during all the year. “Altitudes” festival is perhaps the well-known festival of the company, since gathers to the village during one week (in general in August) several national and international companies, as well as thousands of people that came to the village to celebrate the music and the popular culture.

As the above example, the impacts of such initiative are clear in terms of the community’ socio-economic revitalization and maintenance of local population:

“(...) if there was no “Teatro da Serra do Montemuro” and “Capuchinhas” the village would not exist at this time (...) (...) since about 15 years ago, people have not left from here, quite the contrary. Of course we are talking on a very small scale
because the village has few inhabitants, but we have even two young couples who have returned to the community (E2)

“(…) Nowadays in Campo Benfeito we live well (…), with the difficulties that everyone has, but there are meetings, there is a space for socializing... the Montemuro theater continues to have a regular program, whether it be through the reception of schools, through the shows that are being made here or abroad” (E2).

In the neighbouring parish, namely in Mezio village, is located another successful and innovative example of rural entrepreneurship —“Ervital”. The firm, which has an American partner, who also came to the region through ICA, began its activity in the nineties. Having been pioneer in Portugal in the production of aromatic and medicinal plants in an organic way, the company has been evolving based on a principle of social and environmental sustainability. The presence of endogenous resources—local vegetable plants—the environmental local conditions, as well the preservation of the region allowed to obtain products of excellent quality: (…)“the context, the place and its altitude help the production quality…” (E3). As in the above examples, the entrepreneur also said that the village struggled to keep the population:

“Here in the case of Mezio we have kept the population, unlike other villages and other regions which has lost population (…) Ervital has made a contribution. If we extend this to other villages—in Campo Benfeito village we have “Capuchinhas”. Moreover, there is also a context that help to explain this—here, we have a tradition that those who work outside return at least at the weekend to the village. Most people keep the family here and continue to have some farms” (E3).

The dynamics of this rural entrepreneurship initiative are also evident in the creation of local employment (in the moment it has 5 local employees and 5 trainees).

But the story of rural entrepreneurship in the rural area does not finish here. Although with less expression than the mentioned examples, in a nearby location, other successful examples were set up. Indeed, thanks to the energy created by ICA in the eighties and nineties (Dinis, 2006), another group of local women/actors: “Lançadeiras do Picão” (in Picão village) try to keep alive the cultural heritage of their communities, producing nowadays several pieces of wool and flax, also with a strong identity of the area of Montemuro. Also another group of people/actors, “Associação Etnográfica do Montemuro ” and “Cooperativa de Artesãos do Montemuro”, in Mezio village, based the production of innovative and original pieces, have contributed to the sustainable rural development of the area. In this last initiative, we can see pottery (black clay), basketry in straw and bramble, weaving rags, bed covers in wool and burel (“capuchas” and other garments), linen and others.

4.2 Discussion

Rural entrepreneurship and rural/social innovation involve, as demonstrated in all the cases described above, the use of place-based or localized rural resources. It is clear that this type of entrepreneurship creates value not solely for the entrepreneur(s), but also for the rural place (Korsgaard, Müller, et al., 2015; Pato & Teixeira, 2018). On the one hand is reflects the concept of social innovation, emphasized byNeumeier (2012, 2017); one
the other hand reflects the embeddedness of the rural entrepreneurs in the rural place (Korsgaard, Müller, et al., 2015).

Specifically, with the purpose to improve life conditions in rural communities, an initial group of actors inspired by ICA decided to change their behaviour and attitudes and participate in diverse rural entrepreneurial initiatives (problematisation). After, through the contact between ICA and these initial local actors, other actors join the core group of actors as they see some type of advantage from themselves in participation (expression of interest). In fact, all the initiatives presented here have the support of the local people and gradually involved (directly or indirectly) more and more actors—for instance, for communication and marketing and so on. Skills, knowledge and knowhow are improved between the participating groups of actors, and mutual learning occurs in these groups (Delineation and co-ordination) and new forms of collaborative action get formed. Thus, this type of entrepreneurship cannot be relocated elsewhere without losing part or all of its key value proposition due to its close engagement with the rural place (Müller & Korsgaard, 2014).

Following Navarro et al. (2018) rural innovation are expressed in this study in four dimensions:

**Product innovation**: resulting from the association of endogenous resources (e.g. flax and wool) and traditional techniques with new and fashion designs. This is the case of “Capuchinhas do Montemuro”.

**Process innovation**: resulting from the implementation of a new system of production or delivery method. This includes significant changes in techniques, equipment or software. This type of innovation is clear in the case of “Ervital”, pioneer in Portugal in using digital platforms to place orders. Presently, also “Capuchinhas do Montemuro” use this type of digital platforms to communicate with their customers.

**Organizational innovation**: as the new engagements and local relationships established based on economic, social and cultural relationships (in all the initiatives presented), but also the regional, national and international relationships with other entities and socio-cultural institutions (Dinis, 2006). This is indubitably the case of “Teatro Regional da Serra do Montemuro”.

**Marketing innovation**: resulting from the application of new marketing methods and changes if product (for instance packaging), price, delivery and promotion. This is the case of all initiatives presented here.

All this kind of innovation make the entrepreneurs and its products/services presented in this study ambassadors of their places (Pato & Teixeira, 2018).

5. Conclusions

Drawing on a case study developed in Montemuro area, the present paper makes some important contributions to knowledge and practise. First, it underlines the real contribution of rural and endogenous entrepreneurship and innovation, highlighting the role of the community in all the process. Put a different way, the socio-spatial context
matters (Balfour, Fortunato, & Alter, 2018). Indeed, in a territory with clear symptoms of interiority and with scarce material and financial resources local people became active members of the local rural communities, creating projects that gave life and revitalize all the space, thus reinforcing the concept of social innovation. The impacts are visible immediately in the preservation of the cultural heritage of the communities, creation of local employment, the leverage of population settling and welfare of the local society.

Second, in terms of practical implications, we argue that for the progress of all these entrepreneurial initiatives, governmental and other regional entities, should conduct the creation of a culture of entrepreneurship based on local and endogenous resources and support them in several aspects (training, financial, etc). In this perspective, on the one hand our results suggest that ‘animatorship’, that is, encouraging individuals to be entrepreneurial and sponsoring, channelling or promoting their entrepreneurial spirit, is essential (McElwee, Smith, & Somerville, 2018; Pato & Teixeira, 2019). On the other hand, our results also suggest that, there is a need for new rural economic agendas, which emphasize what is genuine and typical in a given region and country (Pato & Teixeira, 2018).

The study has naturally its limitations, such as those given by time constraints, making it difficult to interview more entrepreneurs and other stakeholders, such as the political and institutional authorities. Still, we recognize the relevance of a systematic and deeper qualitative study involving other stakeholders that would allow us to understand in greater depth the potential of rural and endogenous entrepreneurship towards rural development and its limitations/constraints.

Therefore, in terms of future research, it would be interesting to research the political and institutional support given to these initiatives.
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